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The thesis tried to quanlify the impact of economic integration in Europe caused by Euro
currency introdu clion and adoplion. The thesis is well structured and author's written English
belongs to a be tter than bachelor average slandard . However, sev ral issues decrease the
overall quality of the thesis. I will describe the most serious issues wilhi n a short summary of
the thesis.

ln the second part of the lhesis (first part is introduc lion), authar descrlbes the hlstory oř the
European economic inlegration from the World War II until the Usbon treaty. This part is a
nice historlcal overview with relevanl citations.

ln the third part, author describes mathod s that can be used for measuring the level of
economic íntegralion of several markets. Unfortunately, some chapters of lhis part consist
from more than 50% of citations which brings a bit of confusion to the strsarn of the text. I
would recommend that author should focus more on his own thoughts and try to describe
mode ls wilh his own words . Mareover , there is a serious Inconsistency regarding described
mode ls. Some basic models (e.g. ARIMA, GARCH) are explained in a quite detailed way and
others (e.g. OCC GARC H) are nearly only mention ed.

The fourth part of the thesls ls focused on empirica l research and tries to measure the level
of financial integration of chosen Europea n markets (France, Germany, and Italy). Author
uses a very c1ever way - Le. he tries to discover a trend in capila/ markets' movements,
extracl lime se ries of residuals and find a sample common behavior among them. The idea ís
supported by relevant cilations. However, author made some basic mistakes, probably due
to a lower level of experience with such analy es on the bachelor degree . The first and most
serious mistake is that author uses lime series of absolute values of chosen indices. This
causes a very stro ng autocorrelalion in the OLS analysis. Author describes some methods
how this can be corrected; however, he doesn't use them. Ouring thls part, author cites
previous works on this theme that were using changes instead of levels of stock indices. This
switch would probably overcome most of authors' problems and bring a better picture about
whether there is some Integration or not.

ln the last part before conclusion , author estimates a macroeconomic model of GDP growth
and tries to incorporate his results from the fourth part, l.e. compares models with and
without a variable denoting measure of financial integration. This is aqain a good idea but
wrongly done. First, author doesn't care much about variable significa nce and second, he
doesn't care about basic OLS assumptions as well. I would recommend studying
econometric me thods more in detail.

Generally, the thesis brings some interesting ideas how to measure economic integration of
markets and its consequences for the economic growth. Unfortunately a weakness of the
thesis is its econometrics. The good point is that the author has got a courage to proceed
with method s that are not commonly seen in bachelors' thesis, however, this should have
been discussed more with relevant practitioners. The thesis, despite all my comments , fulfills
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all requirements for a bachelor thesis and as my final assessmen t I recommend the thesis for
a defense with gradin g "good" (2).
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